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to subsidence if not properly planned.1 But the most
important lease was that of five mines in Whickham,
made in 1356 by Bishop Hatfield of Durham to Sir
Thomas Gray and the Rector of Whickham for the
enormous rent of 500 marks (£333 6s. 8d.).2 In this
case the lessees were limited to one keel (about twenty
tons) daily from each mine ; but on the other hand
the bishop agreed never to take their workmen away,
and not to open any fresh pits in the district, and not
to sell the coal from his existing pits at Gateshead to
ships. A century later Sir William Eure leased some
of the most important Durham coal mines, his daily
output being restricted to 340 corves at Raly, 300 at
Toftes, 600 at Hartkeld, and 20 at any other mines,
with the right of making up from one mine any deficiency
in another, and also of making up any deficiency caused
by delays due to ' styth ' or choke-damp, which appears
to have been so troublesome in the hot season as to
cause a complete suspension of work. Under this lease
Sir William obtained at Raly in one week of 1460 some
i, 800 corves, each of 2-| bushels, making rather over
140 chalclers, paying 5<1 a day to each of the three
hewers, the three barrowmen, who brought the coal
to the foot of the shaft, and the four drawers who
raised and banked it.3
In the Whickham lease of 1356 it will be noticed that
the bishop undertook not to allow coals from his own
1 Galloway (op. cit., 113-14) gives a late sixteenth-century case
in Wakefield, where the ' heads, pillars, and other works . „ . for
bearing up the ground ' being cut away, the ground suddenly
fell in.
* Galloway, op. cit., 45.
3  V. C. H. Durham, ii. 324.
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